Embedded systems are increasingly deployed in devices that can have physical consequences if compromised by an attacker-including automobile control systems, smart locks, drones, and implantable medical devices. Due to resource and execution-time constraints, C is the primary programming language for writing both operating systems and bare-metal applications on these devices. Unfortunately, C is neither memory safe nor type safe.
Introduction
Embedded systems are typically developed in C, meaning they suffer from the same memory errors that have plagued general-purpose systems [23, 33, 63, 65] . Indeed, hundreds * The work was done when Lele Ma was a visiting student at the University of Rochester. of vulnerabilities in embedded software have been reported since 2017 1 . Unlike most general-purpose systems, however, there is often little distinction between application and kernel code with both running in the same address space and with the same hardware privilege level. Further, exploitation of an embedded system might directly lead to physical consequences in the real world. For example, the control system of a car is crucial to people's safety; the security and robustness of the programs running on a smart lock is essential to the safety of people's homes. As these systems grow in importanceboth Amazon and Microsoft have recently touted operating systems targeting embedded devices [10, 11] -their security vulnerabilities become increasingly dangerous [48, 60, 67] .
Recent work has focused on adapting instrumentationbased software defenses from general-purpose systems to protect embedded code. For example, EPOXY [25] provides an embedded control-flow hijacking defense that adapts ideas from Code-Pointer Integrity (CPI) [51] ; RECFISH [79] is an implementation of Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) [15, 21] that targets real-time systems, and µXOM [52] is a scheme for execute-only memory. This work is on-going, and new research is likely to draw upon the extensive existing work on fighting memory safety attacks in general-purpose systems [15, 21, 27, 30, 35, 41, 50, 51, 57, 61, 82, 84] .
At the core of many of these software defenses is the need for intra-address space isolation. For example, shadow stacks protect return addresses, but shadow stacks themselves reside in the same address space as the exploitable program and must be protected from corruption [22] . Traditional memory isolation techniques, such as process-based or kernel-space isolation, can be adapted to embedded systems through the use of hardware privilege levels and a system-call-like interface. However, this approach is poorly suited to defenses wherein the security instrumentation requires frequent crossings between protection domains (e.g., a write to the shadow stack for every function call). Sometimes information hiding is used to approximate intra-address space isolation as it does not require an expensive context switch. In information hiding, security-critical data structures are placed at a random location in memory under the assumption that it will be difficult for the adversary to guess the exact location [51] . Unfortunately, information hiding itself is poorly suited to embedded systems as most systems have a limited amount of memory, and that memory is directly mapped into the address space-e.g., the board used in this work has just 128 KB of SRAM [72] .
In this paper, we present an efficient solution to provide intra-address space isolation on embedded systems. Based on a mechanism we call store promotion 2 , our solution creates a logical separation between the code and memory used for security-critical tasks and that used by application code. Unlike kernel-space isolation, store promotion does not require expensive switches between protection domains. Further, unlike the probabilistic protections of information hiding, protections based on store promotion are hardware-enforced. Our design leverages the unprivileged store operations supported by modern embedded ARM architectures. When a program is running in the processor's privileged mode, these store instructions are executed as if the processor were in unprivileged mode, i.e., the processor checks the user-mode permission bits for the memory regardless of whether the processor is running in privileged mode. The unprivileged store takes the same number of cycles as the equivalent normal store, meaning this switch introduces very little execution time overhead for most types of stores.
We use our intra-address space isolation mechanism as the foundation for a new software defense, Silhouette, that mitigates control-flow hijacking attacks. Silhouette uses a shadow stack [22] to store return addresses, a static program transformation based on store promotion to protect the shadow stack from corruption, and CFI checks [15, 21] to check the validity of function pointers that remain in unprotected memory. We focus on the ARMv7-M architecture [44] and implemented Silhouette on an ARMv7-M development board given the architecture's popularity and wide deployment; however, our techniques are also applicable to a wide range of ARM architectures, including ARMv5 [43] , ARMv7-A [19] , and the new ARMv8-M Main Extension [45] . We also explore an alternative, inverted version of Silhouette that promises significant performance improvements at the cost of minor hardware changes; we call this version Silhouette-Invert. We summarize our contributions as follows:
• We have developed an efficient intra-address space isolation technique dubbed store promotion which can protect memory regions from corruption.
• Using store promotion, we have built a system, Silhouette, which provides embedded systems applications with a protected shadow stack on which applications save their return addresses to protect them from corruption. Additionally, Silhouette uses label-based CFI checks [15, 21] on forward control flow branches (e.g., calls through function pointers).
• We have evaluated Silhouette's performance overhead and code size overhead and found that Silhouette incurs an arithmetic mean of 9.23% performance overhead and an arithmetic mean of 16.93% code size overhead.
• We prototyped and evaluated the Silhouette-Invert variant and saw additional performance improvements with an average performance overhead measured at 2.54% by arithmetic mean and code size overhead measured at 5.4%.
Importantly, using store promotion for intra-address space isolation would also benefit other defenses. For example, it could be used to isolate the safe stack and sensitive pointer store in defenses based on CPI [51] . Similarly, Silhouette could be used as part of an existing embedded operating system, such as Amazon FreeRTOS [10] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background information on the ARMv7-M architecture. Section 3 introduces the threat model. Section 4 explains how we can provide two protection domains efficiently on ARMv7-M systems. Section 5 presents how we use our intraaddress space isolation to build Silhouette, and Section 6 describes our prototype implementation. Section 7 presents the experimental results, and Section 8 explains how Silhouette could mitigate several real-world vulnerabilities. Section 9 discusses related work, Section 10 describes future work, and Section 11 concludes.
ARMv7-M Architecture
Our work targets the ARMv7-M architecture [44] . We briefly summarize the privilege and execution modes, address space layout, and memory protection features of the ARMv7-M.
Embedded Applications and Privilege Modes
ARMv7-M supports the execution of both privileged and unprivileged code [44] . Traps, interrupts, and the execution of a supervisor call (SVC) instruction switches the processor from unprivileged mode to privileged mode. Unlike server systems, embedded applications often run in privileged mode; FreeRTOS runs application code in privileged mode by default [13] . Such applications also frequently use a Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) to provide a software interface to device-specific hardware. HAL code is often generated by a manufacturer-provided tool (e.g., HALCOGEN [14] ), linked directly into an application, and runs within its address space.
Address Space
ARMv7-M is a memory-mapped architecture, lacking support for virtual memory and using a 32-bit address space [44] . While the exact layout varies between hardware, the address space is generally divided into 8 sections. The Code section holds code and read-only data; it usually maps to an internal flash memory that cannot be modified at runtime. An SRAM section along with two RAM sections are used to store runtime mutable data, e.g., the stack, heap, and globals. The Peripheral and two Device regions map hardware timers and I/O device registers. The System region maps system control registers into the processor's physical address space.
A security-critical subsection of System is the System Control Space, which is used for important tasks such as system exception management. It also contains the address space for the Memory Protection Unit (MPU) [44] . Since ARMv7-M is a memory-mapped architecture, all of the security-critical registers, such as the MPU control register, are also mapped to the System region.
Memory Protection Unit
An ARMv7-M-based device can optionally have a Memory Protection Unit [44] . The MPU is a programmable memory protection component that enforces memory access permissions [18, 44] . The MPU allows privileged software to create a set of memory regions which cover the physical address space; the permission bits on each region dictate whether unprivileged and privileged memory accesses can read or write the region. The number of configurable MPU regions is implementation specific, e.g., the target device in this paper supports 8 regions. The memory regions configured by the MPU do not need to exactly match the default memory regions described in Section 2.2. The size of each MPU-configured region varies from 32 bytes to 4 GB.
Currently, the MPU design makes several assumptions about how memory access permissions are to be configured. First, it assumes that privileged software should have as many or more access rights to memory than unprivileged code. Consequently, the MPU cannot be configured to give unprivileged code more access to a memory region than privileged code [44] . Second, the MPU assumes that certain memory regions-e.g., the System region-should not be executable, and it prevents instruction fetches from these regions regardless of the MPU configuration [44] . Third, the MPU design assumes that unprivileged code should not be able to reconfigure security-critical registers on the processor. Therefore, the MPU will prevent unprivileged code from writing to memory regions that include memory-mapped device registers, such as those that configure the MPU or the interrupt vector table [44] .
Threat Model
While embedded code can be conceptually divided into application code, libraries, kernel code, and the hardware abstraction layer, there is often little distinction at runtime between these logical units. It is quite common for all of this code to run in the same address space, without isolation, and with the same privilege level. For example, under the default configuration of the Amazon FreeRTOS realtime operating system (v1.4.7) all code runs as privileged in ARMv7-M [13] . These embedded idiosyncrasies heavily inform our threat model and the design decisions for Silhouette and Silhouette-Invert.
Our threat model assumes the presence of a strong adversary with the ability to exploit a memory error in the application code to create a write-what-where style of vulnerability. That is, the adversary can attempt to write to any location in memory at anytime from the application code. The attempted write may fail, for example, if the write targets memory protected by the MPU. We assume the adversary is unable to change program code as that code is stored in read-only flash memory. However, code injection attacks are possible because, by default, embedded systems usually do not enforce a write-xor-execute policy such as Data Execution Prevention [26] .
The goal of the adversary is to manipulate control-flow in order to obtain arbitrary code execution. Manipulation of control-flow is achieved by using the aforementioned memory error to overwrite memory (e.g., a return address) such that an adversary-supplied value is loaded into the program counter. Non-control data attacks [24, 46] are out of scope of this work.
Silhouette's goal is two-fold. The first objective is intraaddress space isolation, i.e., creating a protected region in memory for the shadow stack and preventing the adversary from overwriting values in that region. The second is ensuring that all control-flow transfers are legal with respect to a precomputed control-flow graph (CFG). Notice, that Silhouette is not trying to preclude the adversary's use of the memory error. Instead, Silhouette is trying to prevent that error from resulting in arbitrary code execution for the adversary. For example, the adversary can overwrite the value of any function pointer stored outside of the shadow stack and code regions; however, Silhouette ensures the set of possible targets (i.e., code destinations) is limited to those defined in the CFG. Another consequence of our threat model is that Silhouette cannot trust register values spilled to memory accessible to the attacker.
We assume that the developer's compiler toolchain has been modified to include Silhouette. Further, we assume that the hardware abstraction layer (HAL)-which provides a device-specific interface to the hardware-is either compiled separately from the application code or is annotated, allowing Silhouette to forgo transformations on the HAL that might preclude privileged hardware operations. Similarly, library and kernel code is also compiled separately, allowing the developer to enable Silhouette's protection as appropriate. We discuss the security implications of these assumptions in Section 8.
Finally, we assume the target device includes a memory protection unit (or similar hardware mechanism) for configuring coarse-grained memory permissions, i.e., Silhouette is able to configure read, write and execute permissions for four regions (summarized in Section 6.1) of the address space. Our threat model is consistent with past work on defenses against control-flow hijacking that assumes a strong adversary.
Intra-Address Space Isolation
Many security enforcement mechanisms rely on intra-address space isolation to protect security-critical state; in other words, the defenses are built on the assumption that application code, under the influence of an attacker, cannot modify securitycritical regions of the address space. For example, defenses with shadow stacks [22] need a safe region to store copies of return addresses, and CPI [51] needs a protected region of the address space in which to place its safe stack and sensitive pointer store. Complicating matters, defenses often intersperse accesses to the protected region with regular application code; the former should be able to access the protected region while the latter should not. Consequently, existing mechanisms to switch between protection domainse.g., system calls between user and kernel mode-are often too inefficient for implementing these security mechanisms. Rather than incur the performance penalty of true memory isolation, some defenses settle for hiding the security-critical data structures at random locations in the address space [22, 51] . Defenses for embedded systems face additional challenges: the usable address space is on the order of kilobytes (which limits the total number of possible randomized code layouts), and there are limited entropy sources for generating random numbers.
We devise a new protection method for embedded ARM systems utilizing unique features of ARMv7-M [44] . The ARMv7-M architecture provides special unprivileged store instructions for storing 32-bit values (STRT), 16-bit values (STRHT), and 8-bit values (STRBT). When a program is running in the processor's privileged mode, these store instructions are treated as though they are executed in unprivileged mode, i.e., the processor always checks the user-mode permission bits configured in the memory protection unit when executing an STRT, STRHT, or STRBT instruction regardless of whether the processor is executing in privileged or unprivileged mode. We leverage this feature to create two protection domains for code running in privileged mode. One unprivileged domain contains regular application code and only uses the STRT, STRHT, and STRBT instructions for writing to memory. The second domain is privileged and uses regular store instructions. This method allows us to enforce memory isolation without costly context switching between privilege modes.
To completely isolate the data memory used by the unprivileged and privileged domains, two additional features are needed. First, there needs to be a mechanism to prevent unprivileged code from jumping into the middle of privileged code; doing so could allow unprivileged code to execute a privileged store instruction with arbitrary inputs. Techniques such as shadow stacks combined with CFI [15, 21] can prevent such attacks. Second, a trusted code scanner must ensure, prior to loading and executing unprivileged code, that the code contains no system instructions that could be used to modify important program state without the use of a store instruction. For example, an adversary could use the MSR instruction [44] to change the value of the main or process stack pointer registers (MSP and PSP, respectively), effectively changing the location of the shadow stack and potentially moving it to an unprotected memory region.
Silhouette Design
Silhouette is a compiler and run-time system that leverages our memory isolation scheme to efficiently protect embedded systems from control-flow hijacking attacks. As Figure 1 shows, Silhouette transforms application code with four new compiler passes placed after native code generation but before linking the hardened object code with the hardware abstraction layer (HAL). We also explore an alternative, inverted version of these passes that promises significant performance improvements at the cost of minor hardware changes; we call this version Silhouette-Invert (see Section 5.5). Silhouette's new compiler passes are as follows:
1. Shadow Stack Transformation: The shadow stack transformation modifies the native code to save return values on a shadow stack and to use the return value stored in the shadow stack in return instructions.
2. Store Promotion: The store promotion pass modifies all store instructions-except those used in the shadow stack instrumentation-to use variants that check the unprivileged-mode permission bits [44] .
CFI Transformation:
The CFI transformation instruments indirect function calls and other computed branches (aside from returns) to ensure that program execution follows a pre-computed control-flow graph.
Consequently, this instrumentation prevents the execution of misaligned instructions and gadgets that could, for example, be used to manipulate protected memory regions.
Privileged Code Scanner:
The privileged code scanner analyzes the native code prior to emitting the final executable. It ensures the application code is free of privileged instructions that the adversary might seek to manipulate to disable Silhouette's protections. In addition to the above transformations, Silhouette employs mechanisms to prevent memory safety errors from disabling the hardware features that Silhouette uses to provide its security guarantees. Also note that the HAL is not transformed with Silhouette as it may contain I/O functions that need to write to memory-mapped I/O registers that are only accessible to privileged store instructions.
Shadow Stack
In unprotected embedded systems, programs store return addresses on the stack, leaving return addresses open to corruption by an adversary. To mitigate such attacks, some compilers transform code to use shadow stacks. A shadow stack [22] is a second stack, stored in an isolated region of memory, on which a program saves the return address. Only the code that saves the return address should be able to write to the shadow stack; it should be otherwise inaccessible to other store instructions in the program. If the shadow stack cannot be corrupted by memory safety errors, then return addresses are not corrupted. Furthermore, if the function epilogue uses the return address stored on the shadow stack, then the function always returns to the correct dynamic call site.
Silhouette's shadow stack transformation pass modifies each function's prologue to save the return address on a shadow stack and each function's epilogue to use the shadow stack return address on function return. The instructions added by the shadow stack transformation are marked with a special flag so that a later pass (namely, the store promotion pass) knows that these instructions implement the shadow stack functionality. Once the transformation is complete, the program uses a shadow stack, but the shadow stack is not protected. For that, Silhouette employs the store promotion pass.
Protection via Store Promotion
Silhouette leverages the MPU and the intra-address space isolation mechanism described in Section 4 to efficiently protect the shadow stack. This protection is comprised of two parts. First, during compilation, Silhouette's store promotion pass transforms all store instructions in application code from privileged instructions to equivalent unprivileged store instructions (STRT, STRHT, and STRBT). As discussed previously, these unprivileged variants always check the MPU's unprivileged-mode permission bits. Second, when loading the program, Silhouette instrumentation configures the MPU so that the shadow stack is readable and writeable in privileged mode but only readable in unprivileged mode. This ensures that store instructions executed in unprivileged mode and unprivileged stores (STRT, STRHT, and STRBT) executed in privileged mode cannot modify values on the shadow stack. Together, these two mechanisms ensure shadow stack isolation, even if the entire program is executed in the processor's privileged mode.
Silhouette applies store promotion to all stores within the application code except those used as part of Silhouette's shadow stack instrumentation-the latter stores must execute as privileged instructions so that they can write to the shadow stack. The shadow stack pass marks all stores to the shadow stack with a special flag, making them easily identifiable to the store promotion pass.
As discussed in Section 3, we assume the HAL code is not compiled with Silhouette and thus the stores in the HAL code are left unmodified. This is because the HAL contains hardware I/O and configuration code that must be able to access the System, Device, and Peripheral memory regions. However, the HAL code is also rendered unreachable by the adversary as it lacks the CFI labels added by Silhouette's control-flow integrity pass.
Control-Flow Integrity for Forward Branches
Shadow stacks [22] protect the integrity of function returns, but memory safety attacks can still corrupt function pointers.
To mitigate such attacks, Silhouette employs label-based CFI checks [15, 21] on indirect function calls and other forwardcomputed branches. Label-based CFI serves threes purposes. First, CFI ensures that a memory safety error cannot jump to and misuse a store that can write to the shadow stack; this ensures that corruption of function pointers does not negate Silhouette's protection of return addresses. Note that even an imprecise control flow graph suffices as all that is needed is to ensure that indirect function calls jump to the first address of a valid function. Second, label-based CFI prevents application code from jumping into arbitrary locations within the HAL code or from using HAL functions in a return-tolibc-style attack [33] ; the HAL is compiled separately and has no CFI labels in its code. This allows the HAL code to enforce policies on how I/O or hardware configuration is performed. Third, label-based CFI allows Silhouette to mitigate code-reuse attacks that corrupt only function pointers e.g., returnto-libc attacks [33] . Any function whose address is not taken does not need a CFI label, and a precise call graph can further restrict the targets to which an indirect function call can jump.
Privileged Code Scanner
As Silhouette executes all code within the processor's privileged mode, Silhouette uses a code scanner to ensure the application code is free of privileged instructions that could be used by an attacker to disable Silhouette's protections. On ARMv7-M [44] , there is only one such instruction that must be removed: MSR (Move to Special Register from Register). One other, CPS (Change Processor State), must be rendered safe through hardware configuration. Specifically, the MSR instruction can change special register values in ways that can subvert Silhouette. For example, MPU protections on the shadow stack could be bypassed by changing the stack pointer registers (MSP, or PSP on ARMv7-M) to move the shadow stack to a memory region writeable by unprivileged code. The CPS instruction can change a task's priority, and the MPU will elide protection checks for tasks executing with priority less than 0 if MPU_CTRL.HFNMIENA is set to 0 [44] . However, Silhouette disables this feature by setting MPU_CTRL.HFNMIENA bit to 1, rendering the CPS instruction safe. A third instruction, MRS (Move to Register from Special Register), can read special registers [44] but cannot be used to compromise the integrity of Silhouette. Finally, as Silhouette provides control-flow integrity, an attacker cannot use misaligned instruction sequences to execute unintended instructions [15] . Therefore, a linear scan of the assembly is sufficient for ensuring that the application code is free of dangerous privileged instructions.
Improving Performance with Silhouette-Invert
Swapping a privileged store with a single equivalent unprivileged store introduces no additional overhead. However, some privileged stores require additional instructions-e.g., floating point instructions, see Section 6.3-to be added when being converted to an unprivileged store. These additional instructions are the source of store promotion's overhead. For example, if a program is heavy in floating point operations, then Silhouette's overhead will reflect the large number of floating point stores that must be transformed. However, we can remedy these issues and minimize store promotion overhead by inverting the process. In particular, if we can invert the permissions of the shadow stack region to disallow writes from privileged stores but allow writes from unprivileged stores, then we can leave the majority of store instructions unmodified. In other words, this design would allow all stores (except shadow stack writes) to remain unmodified, thereby incurring negligible space or time overhead for most programs. We refer to this variant as Silhouette-Invert.
Unfortunately, the ARMv7-M architecture does not support making a memory region accessible to unprivileged stores but inaccessible to privileged stores, so we must reason about the potential performance benefits using a hypothetical implementation-see Section 7.1 for our results. The MPU changes needed should be small; for example, an unused bit in the MPU permission bits could be used to invert which permissions apply to privileged mode and unprivileged mode. Such a change should have minimal cost in execution time and cause no changes to instruction encoding.
Hardware Configuration Protection
As all code on our target system resides within a single address space and, further, as Silhouette executes application code in privileged mode to avoid costly context switching, we must use both the code transformations described above and load-time hardware configurations to ensure that memory safety errors cannot be used to reconfigure privileged hardware state. For example, such state would include the interrupt vector table and memory-mapped MPU configuration registers; on ARMv7-M, most of this privileged hardware state is mapped into the physical address space and can be modified using store instructions [44] . If application code can write to these physical memory locations, an adversary can reconfigure the MPU to make the shadow stack writable or can violate CFI by changing the address of an interrupt handler and then waiting for an interrupt to occur. Therefore, Silhouette makes sure that the MPU prevents these memorymapped registers from being writable by unprivileged store instructions. On ARMv7-M, this is automatically done by hardware (See Section 2.3).
Implementation
We implemented Silhouette by adding three new MachineFunction passes [39] to the LLVM 4.0 compiler [40, 53] : one that transforms the prologue and epilogue code to use a shadow stack, one that inserts CFI checks on all computed branches (except those used for returns), and one that transforms stores into STRT, STRHT, or STRBT instruction sequences. Silhouette runs our new passes after instruction selection and register allocation so that subsequent code generator passes do not modify our instrumentation. Finally, we implemented the privileged code scanner using a Bourne Shell script which disassembles the final executable binary and searches for privileged instruction patterns. We measured the size of the Silhouette passes and code scanner using Sloccount [81] . Silhouette adds 1,424 source lines of code to the code generator; the code scanner is 95 source lines of Bourne shell code.
MPU Configuration
Silhouette uses four MPU regions to configure the MPU to prevent unprivileged stores from corrupting the shadow stack, program code, and hardware configuration. First, Silhouette configures the shadow stack region to be non-executable and accessible only by privileged code. Second, all other regions of RAM are set to be non-executable and writable from both privileged and unprivileged instructions. The third MPU region is configured to make the code and exception vectors in the interrupt vector table read-only. The fourth region covers the memory mapped peripherals and is set to execute-never. Finally, the ARMv7-M architecture mandates that all unprivileged accesses to the private peripheral bus (PPB) result in a BusFault error [44] . This protects the MPU configuration registers and the vector table offset register which are memory-mapped in that region.
Shadow Stack Transformation
Our prototype implements a parallel shadow stack [31] which mirrors the size and layout of the normal stack. By using parallel shadow stacks, the top of the shadow stack is always a constant offset from the regular stack pointer. Since our prototype uses a 4 KB stack and 4 KB shadow stack (which fits within the 128 KB memory of our STM32L475 evaluation board [72] ), Silhouette can save the return address to the shadow stack with a single store instruction. Using a constant offset to locate the shadow stack does not reduce security; since Silhouette prevents corruption of the shadow stack, there is no need to hide the shadow stack's location.
Our shadow stack transformation pass inserts a single store instruction to save the return address to the shadow stack. Silhouette transforms the function epilogue to load the saved return address to either the PC (program counter) or LR, depending on the instructions used in the original epilogue code. Silhouette also handles epilogue code within IT blocks [44] . Since the code to load the saved return address from the shadow stack may not fit an IT block that contains other instructions, Silhouette creates a second IT block and moves the epilogue code that loads the return address into the program counter or link register into this new IT block. Silhouette then transforms the code in the new IT block.
Store Promotion
Silhouette must transform all possible variations of regular stores to one of three types of unprivileged store instructions: STRT (store word), STRHT (store halfword), and STRBT (store byte) [44] . When possible, Silhouette swaps the normal store with the equivalent unprivileged store. However, some store instructions are not amenable to a direct 1-to-1 translation; Silhouette must then insert additional instructions. We describe several cases below which add overhead to Silhouette: Large Immediate Operands All three unprivileged store instructions compute the target address by adding a base address stored in a register to an 8-bit immediate value. When a regular store instruction uses an immediate operand larger than 255, Silhouette must add instructions prior to the unprivileged store that compute the target address and place that address into the unprivileged store's base register. Further, Silhouette must add instructions after the unprivileged store that restore the prior value of the base register. Listing 1 shows an example of store promotion of a store with an immediate operand outside the range of the immediate supported by STRT.
Store Multiple Instructions ARMv7-M also supports a Store Multiple instruction which can write several registers to memory. To promote such a store, Silhouette transforms it into multiple unprivileged store instructions.
Floating-Point Stores When transforming floating point store instructions, Silhouette must create code that moves the floating point value from the floating point registers to one or two integer registers; an unprivileged store then writes the value in the integer register(s) to memory. This transformation spills the integer register(s) to memory, incurring some execution time overhead.
CFI Transformation
Our prototype implements label-based CFI [15, 21] for indirect forward control-flow transfers using a single label for all targets. Supporting multi-label CFI is straightforward, e.g., we could use a call graph analysis built for the LLVM compiler [54] , and it should have similar runtime overhead. Silhouette uses 0x4600 as its CFI label; this sequence encodes the "mov r0, r0" instruction which has no side effects. Silhouette inserts CFI labels at the beginning of every function and every basic block that is a successor of an indirect branch. Silhouette then inserts a CFI check before every indirect branch and indirect function call to ensure that the control flow transfers to a legitimate target.
Silhouette-Invert
For the Silhouette-Invert variant, our prototype makes the assumption that the hardware supports the hypothetical inverteddesign described in Section 5.5, i.e., the MPU can be configured so that the shadow stack is only writable in unprivileged mode. In the Silhouette-Invert prototype, the function prologue writes the return address to the shadow stack using an unprivileged store instruction and CFI uses regular store instructions to save registers to the stack during label checks; all other store instructions remains unchanged. Due to the limited range of immediate offsets in unprivileged store instructions, the shadow stack pass in Silhouette-Invert needs to insert an additional ADD instruction to set the stack pointer to the shadow stack before storing the return address and an additional SUB afterward to restore the stack pointer. The MPU is also configured so that the shadow stack memory region is writable in unprivileged mode, and other regions of RAM are now accessible only in privileged mode. As configuring memory regions to be writable in unprivileged mode only would require a hardware change, the Silhouette-Invert prototype instead configures the shadow stack region to be writable by both unprivileged and privileged stores. Finally, as the results in Section 7 show, this variation of Silhouette reduces overhead considerably.
Limitations
Our Silhouette and Silhouette-Invert prototypes share a few limitations. First, they currently do not instrument inline assembly code. The LLVM code generator represents inline assembly code within a C source file as a special "inline asm" instruction with a string containing the assembly code. Consequently, inline assembly code is fed directly into the assembler without being transformed by MachineFunction passes. Consequently, the current prototypes rely on developers to use unprivileged stores in the inline assembly code. Future implementations could implement store promotion within the assembler which would promote stores in both compiler-generated and hand-written assembly code. Second, our current implementations do not instrument the startup code or the C standard library. These libraries are provided with our development board as pre-compiled native code. In principle, a developer can recompile the startup files and the C library from source code to add Silhouette and Silhouette-Invert protections.
Third, since the HAL [71] should use privileged stores, our design assumes that Silhouette is not used to compile the HAL. However, we could not configure our board's integrated development environment to compile the HAL with a separate compiler. We therefore manually constructed a list of HAL functions that need to use privileged stores and modified Silhouette and Silhouette-Invert so that they do not transform these functions.
Experimental Results
We evaluated Silhouette on an STM32L475 board [72] that can run at speeds up to 80 MHz. By default, the board runs at 4 MHz [73] . The board is equipped with a Cortex-M4 processor [18] and has 128 KB of SRAM, 1 MB of Flash memory, 1 KB of instruction cache, and 256 bytes of data cache [72, 73] . We used STM32CubeMX [74] , an initialization code generator provided by the board manufacturer, to configure the board to run at 80 MHz. We left other options in their default configurations: the instruction and data caches are enabled but the prefetcher is disabled [73] . We also determined that the board has branch prediction disabled.
We chose version commit 049ded9 of the BEEBS benchmark [58, 64] to evaluate Silhouette's and Silhouette-Invert's performance and code size overhead. We used unmodified Clang 4.0 [38] to compile all the BEEBS test programs as the baseline, and we compare this baseline with programs compiled by Silhouette and Silhouette-Invert. For all experiments, we used the standard -O3 optimizations. For reasons outlined in Section 6.6, the HAL is compiled with the benchmark source code. Other than functions in HAL that writes to protected memory region, the benchmark, along with the HAL, are transformed during compilation to include Silhouette and Silhouette-Invert protections.
As Section 5.5 explains, the hardware changes needed by Silhouette-Invert should have minor impact on execution time and no impact on instruction encoding. Therefore, our evaluation of the Silhouette-Invert prototype should provide an accurate estimate of its performance and memory overheads.
We exclude 13 of the 80 BEEBS programs due to issues with unmodified Clang. These issues fall into three categories. First, Clang failed to compile the program (mergesort, trio-snprintf, trio-sscanf, and wikisort). Second, the program compiled but execution encountered a HardFault (ctl-stack and ctl-vector). Third, Clang optimized away most of the code so that the program performed no real computation (bs, cover, ns, fibcall, janne_complex, newlib-exp and newlib-mod).
We also excluded crc32 as the program failed the verify_benchmark() check, again when compiled with unmodified Clang. This function is provided with the benchmark suite and verifies the correctness of the result computed by the program. Of the remaining 66 programs included in our results, 43 provide a verify_benchmark() function and all 43 report passing results for both unmodified Clang and the two Silhouette variants.
Performance Overhead Analysis
We measured the performance overhead incurred by each benchmark program when transformed with only the shadow stack pass, only the store promotion pass, only the CFI pass, Silhouette with all three passes, and Silhouette-Invert with its corresponding shadow stack and CFI passes.
To record the execution time of an individual benchmark, we added calls to a timer in the HAL. Specifically, each BEEBS benchmark has a initialise_benchmark() func- tion that prepares the benchmark and a benchmark() function which performs the benchmark's computation. We wrapped these two functions in a loop in the main routine, and we wrapped the loop with pair of calls to HAL_GetTick() [71] to record the execution time, in milliseconds, of 10,240 iterations of the benchmark. We added code to configure the MPU, set clock speed, and initialize serial output in the beginning of the main routine. We also added a call to HAL_Init() [71] to initialize the HAL. Importantly, we did not modify the source code of benchmark() function itself. Table 1 shows the performance results. In total, we ran each benchmark for three sets of 10,240 iterations. There was no variation observed between the sets, that is as all three resulted in the same execution time for each benchmark. Some of the benchmark programs show unexpected performance gains with Silhouette enabled (i.e., negative overheads). We discuss these behaviors later in this section.
Shadow Stack Performance
The shadow stack instrumentation only incurs an arithmetic mean overhead of 1.06%. We observe that 47 of the 66 benchmarks show overhead less than 1%, and only 3 programs have overhead higher than 10%. The two programs with the highest overhead, tarai and recursion, both have recursive function calls, which explains the high overhead from shadow stack.
CFI Performance CFI incurs almost negligible overhead. The arithmetic mean overhead is 0.14%. The highest overhead is only 5.18%, and 55 of the 66 benchmarks incur less than 1% overhead. We believe the main reason is that indirect branches are infrequent in BEEBS programs.
Store Promotion Performance
The primary overhead for most programs comes from store promotion. Store promotion incurs an arithmetic mean of 7.87% overhead. Among the 66 tested programs, 18 programs' overhead are less than 1%, and 50 programs slow down by less than 10%. Only 10 programs see an overhead greater than 20%.
When a store instruction uses an addressing mode that is also supported for its equivalent unprivileged store, store promotion incurs no overhead. We verified this with a microbenchmark that uses either a regular store or an STRT instruction within a loop that iterates 10 million times; both loops execute in 500 ms. However, as Section 6.3 explains, transforming a floating-point store usually requires more instructions than an integer store. Three of the 10 programs whose overhead are over 20% use floating-point operations heavily. To verify that the overhead for these benchmarks is primarily caused by promoting floating point stores, we disabled store promotion of all floating-point stores for the three programs. When floating point stores are not promoted to unprivileged stores, their overhead drops from 35.24%, 29.87%, and 22.73% to 17.62%, 1.27%, and 4.55%, respectively.
All the programs that do not have floating-point operations and whose store promotion overheads are over 20% exhibit similar instruction patterns: they have loops containing store instructions for which store promotion must insert additional instructions (such as a pair of arithmetic instructions as discussed in Section 6.3) in addition to changing the store instruction to an unprivileged store. The loops are often quite small; the store instructions consequently comprise a considerable portion of the loop body. For example, one function in the program with the highest overhead (nettle-arcfour) has two loops. The first loop has only one statement which stores an integer into an array element referenced by a pointer. This statement is translated into two stores by the code generator, and both stores use an offset register operand [44] . Transforming this type of store requires inserting one more pair of arithmetic instructions. The other loop also has stores that require auxiliary instructions to perform store promotion.
Full Silhouette Performance Putting the three passes together, Silhouette incurs an overhead of 9.23% by arithmetic mean. The highest overhead is 48.60% from nettle-arcfour. Fifteen of the 66 programs slow down by less than 1%, and 37 programs have overheads within 5%. Only 12 programs show overheads greater than 20%.
Silhouette-Invert Performance Silhouette-Invert incurs an overhead of 2.54% by arithmetic mean. Thirty-nine of 66 programs slow down by less than 1%; 61 programs slow down by less than 10%, and only 2 programs, tarai and recursion, show overheads greater than 20%. The highest overhead is 33.66% from recursion. As Silhouette-Invert does not use store promotion, which incurs the highest overhead on average within the three passes, Silhouette-Invert incurs significantly lower average overhead than Silhouette.In the most dramatic case, the overhead of nettle-arcfour drops from 48.60% with Silhouette to just 0.06% with Silhouette-Invert. Eight programs show higher overhead with Silhouette-Invert compared to Silhouette, likely as a result of the unexpected performance gains from store promotion (discussed further below); other than recursion, these programs show very low or negative overhead from store promotion. For recursion, we attribute the performance difference to the additional arithmetic operations needed in Silhouette-Invert's shadow stack instrumentation (see Section 6.5) combined with the high number of shadow stack accesses in that benchmark.
Sources of Performance Improvement Four benchmarks show unexpected performance improvements after Silhouette transformation. For fir and insertsort, we attribute the increase to improved cache performance due to changes in code and data layout. To reach this conclusion, we ran both the uninstrumented and Silhouetteprotected programs again with the instruction cache and data cache disabled using the LL_FLASH_DisableInstCache() and LL_FLASH_DisableDataCache() functions from the HAL [71] . With the cache disabled, fir and insertsort's performance changed from -7.23% and -2.90% to 6.48% and 31.65% respectively. For nsichneu and aha-mont64, we believe the performance increase is due to pipeline effects rather than caching. In particular, both benchmarks continued to show a speedup with the caches disabled. Further, we saw a performance decrease after using the ISB [44] instruction at the beginning of the loop of nsichneu and the loop in the modul64 function in aha-mont64 to flush the pipeline (in addition to disabling the caches). In this configuration, nsichneu changed from -1.51% to 2.92%, and aha-mont64 changed from -0.05% to 3.28%. We therefore conclude that some programs have better pipeline performance across loop iterations even if Silhouette adds more instructions to the code.
Code Size Overhead Analysis
Small code size is critical for embedded systems with limited memory. We therefore measured the code size overhead incurred by Silhouette by measuring the code size of the BEEBS benchmarks, the code in the HAL library that is transformed by Silhouette and linked into the benchmark executable, the MPU configuration file, and the common main.c file. As Section 6.6 states, Silhouette currently does not instrument the startup files or the C standard library, so our measurements do not include the sizes of their functions. Due to space limitations, we only show the highest, the lowest, and the average code size increase of the BEEBS benchmarks in Table 2 . Silhouette's shadow stack instrumentation adds a small amount of overhead as it adds instructions to function prologues and epilogues. The arithmetic mean is 2.55%, and the highest overhead is only 3.76%. The CFI transformation induces negligible overhead; the arithmetic mean is only 1.20%.
Silhouette's store promotion incurs the most space overhead. As Section 6.3 explains, ARMv7-M has many variations of regular store instructions but only supports three unprivileged stores. Therefore, Silhouette transforms some regular store instructions into a sequence of multiple instructions. Floating-point stores and stores that write multiple registers to contiguous memory locations are the most problematic. In comparison, as Silhouette-Invert does not have a store promotion pass, Silhouette-Invert's average code size is only 5.40%.
Security Discussion
As Section 3 explains, in our attack model, the attacker attempts to leverage a write-what-where vulnerability in application code to achieve arbitrary code execution. Silhouette mitigates such attacks using a combination of hardware configuration, runtime instrumentation, and code transformation.
First, Silhouette prevents code injection as it configures the MPU to make code unwritable or because the code is stored in a read-only memory e.g., EEPROM. Second, all writeable memory regions are configured at startup (via the MPU) to be non-executable. These two properties limit an attacker to using code-reuse attacks such as return-to-libc [33] or return-oriented programming [65] .
However, Silhouette's instrumentation (Section 5.3) tightly controls execution of existing application code. Specifically, the CFI instrumentation guarantees that all forward indirect branches in the application code target a valid CFI label. Further, labels are not inserted into HAL code, preventing application code from calling HAL code via corrupted function pointers. Note that this labeling scheme does not preclude an application from directly calling a HAL function.
Silhouette stores return addresses on the shadow stack (Section 5.1) which is isolated from application code by Silhouette's store promotion pass (Section 5.2). As Section 6.1 describes, Silhouette replaces all stores in application code with unprivileged equivalents and configures the MPU to prevent unprivileged writes to the shadow stack. The shadow stack instrumentation and HAL code still uses privileged stores, but the attacker cannot call these instructions directly due to the aforementioned CFI label checks. Further, any unprivileged stores to the memory-mapped MPU registers will also be prevented, raising a fault (Section 6.1).
Importantly, our current design adds no protections to the HAL. While adding Silhoutte protections to most libraries e.g., stdlib, only requires recompiling the library with Silhouette, libraries such as the HAL require privileged memory accesses which are incompatible with store promotion. A defense like EPOXY's privilege overlays [25] might be more appropriate for protecting libraries like the HAL.
To show how Silhouette can mitigate real world vulnerabilities, we investigated several exemplar vulnerabilities reported on ARM-based embedded devices between 2017 and 2019. For those attacks that leverage a write-what-where vulnerability in application code to achieve arbitrary code execution, Silhouette could mitigate them effectively.
For example, CVE-2018-16525 [5] and CVE-2018-16526 [6] are two buffer overflow vulnerabilities in FreeR-TOS [13] which can execute arbitrary code by corrupting the return address on the stack. If compiled and executed by Silhouette, the vulnerable code would use an unprivileged store to write past the end of the buffer. As the attacker would need to overwrite the address on the shadow stack, and because unprivileged stores cannot write to the shadow stack, the attack would cause a trap to occur when it attempts to write to the shadow stack. Many similar vulnerabilities for ARM-based devices exist, such as those on the Yi Home Camera [8, 9] , DLink cameras [2] [3] [4] , and the Contiki-NG OS [7] .
Other attacks corrupt function pointers. In CVE-2017-6264 [1] , an Android GPU driver performs an out-of-bound read; the value read is then used as a function pointer. An attacker could use this error to divert control flow to start a code-reuse attack. Silhouette's CFI protections would prevent control flow from jumping to an arbitrary memory location. Instead, the application would only call labeled addresses e.g., functions. Furthermore, since the HAL functions are not labeled, they cannot be used in an attack.
Related Work
Several solutions exist for intra-address space isolation. Software Fault Isolation (SFI) [78] adds bit-masking instructions before stores to prevent them from corrupting protected memory regions. SFI requires no special hardware support and works on multiple platforms [68] . Unlike SFI, Silhouette mitigates code reuse attacks that corrupt function pointers as well as return addresses. Furthermore, Silhouette-Invert achieves 2% average overhead compared to fast SFI implementations (e.g., Portable Native Client's 5% average overhead).
Several hardware mechanisms have been employed for intra-address space isolation on x86. Google's original Native Client (NaCL) [83] used x86 segmentation [47] . Secure Virtual Architecture (SVA) [29] , HyperSafe [80] , and Nested Kernel [32] stored data needing protection within read-only pages; authorized code disables the MMU's write-protection enforcement by modifing control register 4 [47] to write to the data when needed. While this approach can be relatively efficient, recent work [37] has shown that this method incurs overhead due to serializing instructions. LOTRx86 [55] leverages rings 1 and 2 on the x86 architecture to create an additional privileged execution layer. ERIM [77] and Hodor [42] use the x86 Memory Protection Key (MPK) feature [47] to protect memory in user-space applications; like Silhouette, they scan code to ensure that instructions that could under-mine their security do not appear within the program's code segment. Apparition [37] uses the Intel MPX bounds checking hardware [47] to implement hardware-accelerated SFI.
ARM lacks segmentation, a write-protect bit, and boundschecking hardware. However, older ARM processors have a feature similar to Intel MPK. ARMLock [85] uses ARM domains [19] to place pages into different protection domains; a privileged register controls access to pages belonging to different domains. ARM domains are only available for CPUs with MMUs [19, 44] and therefore cannot be used in ARMv7-M systems. Additionally, access to ARM domains can only be modified in privileged mode; software running in user-space must context switch to privileged mode to make changes.
ASLR [20, 76] randomizes the location of code to mitigate code reuse attacks. µXOM [52] , which independently discovered how to use ARMv7-M's unprivileged loads and stores to protect memory, prevents buffer overread attacks [75] from learning the code layout. However, ASLR requires sufficient entropy to mitigate brute-force attacks [70] . Embedded systems have limited address space which limits the entropy attainable. For example, our evaluation board only has 1 MB of memory for code; if each instruction occupies two bytes, randomizing the code segment provides at most 19 bits of entropy. In contrast, Silhouette's defenses are effective regardless of available entropy for code layout.
Memory safety provides strong protection but incurs high overhead. Solutions using shadow memory [16, 17, 36, 57, 69] may consume too much memory for embedded systems. Other solutions [34, 35, 49, 62, 66] incur too much performance overhead. nesCheck [59] is a memory safety compiler for TinyOS [56] applications which induces 6.3% performance overhead on average. However, nesCheck cannot support binary code libraries as it adds additional arguments to functions. Furthermore, nesCheck's performance relies heavily on static analysis. We believe that, due to their simplicity, the benchmarks used in the nesCheck evaluation are more amenable to static analysis than applications for slightly more powerful embedded systems (such as ours). In contrast, Silhouette's performance does not depend on precise static analysis.
Several recent studies have proposed control-flow hijacking defenses for embedded systems. RECFISH [79] uses different privilege modes and supervisor calls to provide a protected shadow stack for real-time ARM systems and incurs higher overhead than Silhouette (approximately 30% on the Core-Mark benchmark suite). EPOXY [25] includes a backwardedge control-flow hijacking defense that draws inspiration from CPI [51] . Unlike Silhouette and RECFISH, EPOXY does not use hardware-enforced intra-address space isolation to protect security critical data; consequently, an adversary with a write-what-where vulnerability (as assumed in the Silhouette threat model) can bypass EPOXY protections. The performance of RECFISH and the security of EPOXY would benefit from using store promotion.
Future Work
We see three primary directions for future work. First, we can optimize store promotion by alleviating register spills and by experimenting with selectively using SFI [68, 78] on stores that perform poorly when promoted, e.g., multi-register stores. Second, we use store promotion to protect other memory structures, such as the process state saved on interrupts and context switches, in order to provide full CFI protection to embedded kernels-ideally at a lower cost than KCoFI [28] and RECFISH [79] . We can also use store promotion to implement CPI [51] . Finally, we will build prototype hardware of Silhouette-Invert which should provide fast protection while maintaining ARMv7-M's dense instruction encoding.
Conclusions
We presented Silhouette: a software defense for embedded systems which uses store promotion to provide an incorruptible shadow stack and instrumentation to guarantee controlflow integrity. To minimize overhead, we proposed Silhouette-Invert, a system which provides the same level of protection as Silhouette with significantly lower overhead at the cost of a minor hardware change. We implemented Silhouette for an ARMv7-M development board. Our evaluation shows that Silhouette incurs an arithmetic mean of 9.23% performance overhead and 16.93% of code size overhead, and Silhouette-Invert incurs an arithmetic mean of 2.54% performance overhead and 5.40% code size overhead.
